Understand What You Ridicule
I’m beginning to wonder if the person more dangerous than the overt anti-liberty bigot is
the person who doesn’t even understand what liberty or natural human rights are to begin
with. Ignorance may be even more dangerous than openly advocating evil. Of course,
ignorance can lead one to openly advocate evil, too.
I saw a lot of ignorance after the evil losers’ recent shootings.
Scott Adams is a prime example.
He advocated (while denying he was advocating anything) a lot of anti-liberty ideas
founded on his utter lack of understanding of liberty and rights, and of guns and human
nature (which surprised me*)– and on his rejection of the concept of ethical principles. Of
course, he claimed anyone who stood ﬁrm for human rights is “dumb” and hinted they are
not part of “the adult conversation”– his go-to for shutting down people who disagree on
principle because they actually have principles. (Although many of his listeners seem to be
as unprincipled and ignorant as he is, judging by the comments he mentions.)
He’s dead wrong again.
He’s not the only one.
If you don’t understand brain surgery, should you be making fun of the opinions about
brain surgery held by those who do understand it? Only if you are arrogant and foolish.
Well, if you don’t understand what liberty is and why it matters you have no business
preaching at others against it. If you don’t understand guns or the natural human right to
own and to carry them, your opinions on the topic are invalid. Of course, this probably
won’t matter to you if you laugh at the notion of ethical principles, and only want to have
things your way.
Principles are scary to those without them. Principles take some options oﬀ the table. You
can’t excuse slavery and democide without ignoring principles or making up fake
“principles” which leave room for such things. They don’t even know how to talk about
things and events without relying on utilitarianism and pragmatism. So they try to trivialize
or ridicule principles.
Adults have principles.
The childish person just excuses whatever they feel like doing by ﬁnding ways to justify it
after they’ve decided to do it. If you can’t grasp the fundamentals of the topic of

conversation– be it brain surgery, liberty, or guns– this is even easier for you to do.

*He suggested that in a hypothetical world where all AR15s are pink, losers wouldn’t feel
“cool” using them to murder people. He’s wrong about that. In a world where all AR15s are
pink, pink guns are “cool”. Just like black guns are “cool” in our world. It’s not the color
which makes the gun “cool”, it’s the gun that makes the color “cool”. I’m almost shocked
someone who claims to understand human nature so well could miss that so badly.

